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Abstract
Abstract 
A mapping of thinking and reality as a visualization method is not something new. But occurrence of new 
information technologies and software give to a cartographical method not only new technical possibilities, but also 
open for it new horizons, including research, prevention and healing from social dependence and destructive cults. 

A possibility easily and quickly to create radial or polycentric maps by means of the free software ( Freeplane, 
Freemind, XMind, Visual Understanding Environment, Concept Map, Compendium, EDraw MindMap and 
others) creates the most favorable conditions not only for training critical thinking and logic, but also for 
visualization, structurization and fixing of emotions, associative relations, metaphors and images. The structured 
visualization allows to make visible, appreciably objective and even material (though virtual) thoughts, feelings, 
relations, relationships of cause and effect and it is much another. 

The mapping method overcomes both lacks of the usual linear text, and partial methods of visualization as allows to 
unite in the coherent and organized picture of a word, images and communications. 

The mapping allows to create rather informative and evident scheme of the interconnected elements as ideologies, 
and practice of this or that cult, to reveal repeating patterns and their variations in research of destructive cults. 
Such picture of cult «from the bird’s flight» is invaluable not only for research, but also for preventive education, 
and also for counseling and rehabilitation of ex-cultists. 

The mapping of thinking does visible all sources and threads of reasonings that gives the chance to open 
manipulations and sophisms in cultic texts and cultic communications. The same method very well approaches for 
forming of critical thinking and skills of the given reason discussion both in school and university education, and in 
rehabilitation of ex-cultists. 

The mapping of a reality, including the biography of the client, will allow ex-cultist faster and more effectively to 
return to own self and to modify the world outlook according to the received experience. 

There will be presented the review of possibilities of the mapping method in education and counseling on problems 
of social dependence and others addictions, and also some cases are described in shot.
 

Abstract

Visual Understanding Environment
http://vue.tufts.edu
 

Presentation tool

exemplify

Content

Social-cognitive X-rays

Invisible (self)influence

Invisible impact

Manipulator's behavior

Victim's confidence, reception & beliefs 

All you want or need
Thinks, doings, ideas, 
things, processes, time 
lines, emotions, plans, etc.
 

Socratic questioning

First & Final Phrase
We can draw maps — nobody 
oughts to trust and use them. 
But without maps the world is 
more dark and knotty.
 

1. Visualise invisible
Make visible, linked & 
sructured
 

Body
Let's map the planet Cult and 
its magnetic and gravitational 
manipulative fields
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Invisible exists

1.1

Visualization exists 1.2Periodic table

Maps — the best

Classification

Tools exist (free)
Visual Understanding Environment

Concept Map

Compendium

EDraw MindMap

Freeplane

Freemind

XMind

2. What to map
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3. Case
Broomp-broomp-troomp fascism
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Broomp-broomp-troomp
I said something like 
broomp-broomp-troomp... and it 
became an axiom. 

Hubbard R. The Technic 88.
 

Fascism
Fascism is inherent to 
Scientology... it is a fact.  

Hubbard R. The Factors.
 

ReasonsAssumptionsConsequences
Logic

Paraphrases
FactsFunctionsRoles

Acts (doings)ConjecturesRefutationsContradictions

Models vs. linear texts

1.3
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